Company Profile
Based in Boca Raton, FL, Health Advocates Network, Inc. (“HAN”) provides staffing services nationwide,
and is led by some of the most experienced and respected health care staffing executives in the industry,
who are driven to propel the organization to becoming one of the most successful staffing companies.
Guided by its core values of quality and career advocacy, HAN remains steadfast to its commitment to
career growth and development for all team members so they may navigate their own future and grow
within the company.
HAN is well capitalized, having the trust of a very sophisticated investor group, most of whom were also
early investors with Medical Staffing Network and Accountable Healthcare Staffing, companies the
executive team previously founded and managed. This financing allows for strategic growth organically
and through acquisitions, giving HAN the flexibility to invest resources to meet facility-specific needs.
HAN understands the importance of client-specific solutions for recruitment, account management,
credentialing/compliance and skill matching. HAN values and continuously strives to be a trusted
employer for individuals providing these and other critical functions within its clients’ organizations.
The demands within the healthcare staffing space requires a sophisticated partner who knows and can
recruit and credential with solutions that are grounded in understanding the needs of healthcare facilities.
After founding two nationally recognized healthcare staffing companies, HAN has gained a reputation as
a leader in providing high-quality services and setting the standard for qualifying candidates. We are
entrepreneurial and are recognized for our ability to start and quickly scale a business based on quality
and service excellence.
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